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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2017 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification (http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-latin-h043-h443-from2016/#as-level) for full details of the assessment for this
qualification. These exemplar answers should also be read
in conjunction with the sample assessment materials and
the June 2017 Examiners’ Report to Centres available on
the OCR website http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/.
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2018. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Question 1
1

Translate the following passage into English.
Please write your translation on alternate lines. 		

[55]

King Pyrrhus of Epirus has brought a large army to southern Italy to support the people of Tarentum
against the Romans and achieved considerable success. When he tries to get the Romans to agree to a
peace treaty, however, he finds that he has underestimated the sort of people the Romans are.
Soon Pyrrhus ravaged the whole country as far as Praeneste, a town just eight miles from the city
of Rome. However, because of his fear of the Roman army, he soon retreated again.
mox Romani legatos miserunt ut captivos redimerent. hi a Pyrrho cum magno
honore excepti sunt / et captivi sine pretio liberati sunt. unum ex legatis Romanorum,
Fabricium, ubi rex eum pauperem esse cognovit, / adeo miratus est ut quartam
partem regni promiserit. cum Fabricius id vehementer contempsisset / quia ad hostes
transire nolebat, Pyrrhus etiam maiore Romanorum admiratione tenebatur. / legatum
igitur misit, Cineam nomine, qui condiciones peteret, / quibus Pyrrhus illam partem
Italiae, quam iam armis occupaverat, retineret. /
haec res tamen Romanis non placebat. senatores irati Pyrrho responderunt, / nisi omnes
copias suas ex Italia removisset, eum nullam pacem cum Romanis habere posse. /
iusserunt quoque omnes captivos quos Pyrrhus reddiderat infames putari, quod cum
armis se dedissent. /
ita Cineas ad Pyrrhum regressus est. a quo cum rex quaereret qualis urbs Roma esset,
ille respondit / se terram plenam regum invenisse: sicut enim Pyrrhus solus in Epiro rex
esset, ita omnes ibi esse.

Based on Eutropius, Breviarium Historiae Romanae 2.12–13
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Names
Pyrrhus, -i (m)

Pyrrhus

Fabricius, -i (m)

Fabricius

Cineas, -ae (m)

Cineas

Epirus, -i (m)

Epirus (in western Greece)

Words
redimo, -ere, -emi, -emptus

I ransom, free by paying money

contemno, -ere, -tempsi, -temptus

I despise, reject

admiratio, -onis (f )

admiration, amazement

condiciones, -um (f pl)

peace terms

infamis, -e

disgraceful, shameful

me dedo, -ere, -didi, -ditus

I surrender
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Candidate A
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Candidate B
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Candidate C
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Candidate D
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Candidate A
Question 1 Commentary
This response was seriously flawed; the student did not know all the vocabulary and did not have a good
grasp of tense and case endings. Consequently the student was not able to produce a coherent narrative,
resorting to omissions when words were not known.
Section (i)

There were several errors in this section, such as not recognising Romani as the subject, the
wrong choice of ‘commanders’ for legatos and translating hi as ‘this’, showing an unfamiliarity
with pronouns which persisted throughout. There was little effort shown here to make sense
of the narrative. This scored 2/5 as being ‘less than half right’.

Section (ii)

There was more sense in this section but sine pretio was omitted and there was confusion
over subject and object with ‘his king’. This was given 3/5 as ‘more than half right’.
This section was given 1/5 as there was ‘little recognisable relation to the meaning of the
Latin’.

Section (iii)
Section (iv)

There were several errors here, caused by unfamiliarity with the defined vocabulary; quia was
translated as ‘which’ and transire as ‘pass on’; this was given 2/5 as ‘less than half right’.

Section (v)

This short section gained 3/5 as the purpose clause was not recognised, nor the meaning of
peteret.
The cases of the relative pronoun were evidently not known and so quibus was rendered by
‘as’; the section did not make sense in terms of the story line and was given 2/5 as being ‘less
than half right’.
Although the sense was there, haec was put with Romanis and Pyrrho translated as ‘with
Pyrrhus’. So this was given 3/5.

Section (vi)

Section (vii)

Section (viii) Apart from the verb tenses, this section was largely correct and scored 3/5.
Section (ix)

Most of the sense was there but there were several omissions and errors; this was given 3/5
as being ‘more than half right.

Section (x)

This section began well but a quo was rendered as ‘for whom’, missing the sense, and
quaereret was rendered as ‘searched for’; the indirect question was omitted but ‘he replied’
was correct; this was given 2/5.
This difficult section was marred by vocabulary errors; invenisse was translated as ‘he must
come to’, ‘ground ‘ was the wrong choice for terram here and ‘rules’ wrong for regum; but the
latter half of the section was mostly correct except for the omission of sicut; so it was given
3/5.

Section (xi)
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Candidate B
Question 1 Commentary
This uneven response showed a fair understanding of the Latin where it was straightforward but the student
was confused by less familiar constructions and made some significant errors in vocabulary. The student
tried to produce a coherent narrative and for the most part succeeded but was hindered by serious errors in
the first section.
Section (i)

Section (ii)

The first sentence was muddled and made little sense; legatos has been made to agree
with captivos, although the nouns are in different clauses; ‘leaders’ was the wrong choice for
legatos. There was no recognition of the purpose clause with ut and the imperfect active verb
has been made passive. The second sentence was more accurate and the narrative began to
make sense. This was given 2/5 as ‘less than half right’.
This section was correct except that fuit was not recognised; this was given 4/5.

Section (iii)

There was no recognition here that Fabricius was the object and so again this was given 4/5,
for one major error.

Section (iv)

This section was largely correct but the passive verb was made active and the case of
admiratione not recognised. However this rendering did make sense in context and was
given 4/5.
This short section contained two errors, ‘general’ for legatum and a failure to recognise the
purpose clause indicated by the subjunctive peteret; this was given 3/5 as ‘more than half
right’.
This section was confused because the student did not know the various forms of the relative
pronoun; so quibus was rendered as ‘whom’ presumably referring to Cineas, and quam as
‘although’; illam partem was not recognised as the object, armis was mistranslated as ‘army’
and the section lost any sense. It was given 1/5 as having ‘little recognisable relation to the
meaning of the Latin’.
The only error in this section was the common mistake of taking haec res as plural; so this was
given 4/5.

Section (v)

Section (vi)

Section (vii)

Section (viii) The student did not recognise the conditional clause here, translating nisi as ‘since’ and
making removisset plural; there was also nothing for ullam but most of the sense was there
and so this was given 3/5 as being ‘more than half right’.
Section (ix) This section, which many candidates found difficult, was correct and scored 5/5.
Section (x)

This section contained a major error in the rendering of a quo as ‘from there’ but still gained
4/5.

Section (xi)

This proved a very difficult section for many candidates but this was a good attempt; there
were several errors but it was given 3/5 as ‘more than half right’.
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Candidate C
Question 1 Commentary
This response showed a very good understanding of the Latin where it was straightforward. This student
had clearly learned the vocabulary but did not always choose the appropriate word. They tended to lose the
thread of the story when faced with more difficult Latin. Only 3 sections gained 5 marks. Some examples
follow:
Section (i)
The student has correctly chosen ‘envoys’ for legatos and ‘these men’ for hi but ‘accepted’ is
not quite right for excepti in the context and ‘huge’ is wrong for magno. So this scored 4/5 as
‘mostly correct’.
Section (ii)
‘since’ was wrong for ubi and did not fit the story line; so 4/5.
Section (iii)

Section (iv)
Section (v)
Section (vi)
Section (ix)

Section (x)
Section (xi)

The student clearly failed to see that Fabricium was accusative and so made the verbs passive
(probably not recognising the deponent verb) with the agent unclear; this scored 4/5 as
‘mostly correct’.
This time the student took tenebatur as active and was forced to find an object in ‘more of the
Romans’. These several errors took the mark down to 3/5 as ‘more than half right’.
The student did not recognise the subjunctive peteret and so did not see the purpose clause;
4/5.
The sense was lost here with the failure to recognise illam partem as the object and quibus as
ablative relating back to condiciones; so 2/5 as being ‘less than half right’.
This section, which was generally found to be difficult, was almost correct and in fact this
student has correctly translated putari infames and then crossed it out, obviously lacking
confidence. This scored 4/5.
This section, in which most candidates made some mistake was correct and scored 5/5.
The last most tricky section was almost correct; the student has understood the indirect
statement but chose ‘entered’ instead of ‘found’’ and ‘ground’ rather than ‘land’, but the rest
was right; so 3/5 as ‘more than half right.’
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Candidate D
Question 1 Commentary
This response showed both a very good understanding of the Latin and the ability to go beyond the literal
and produce a fluent English version. This student had clearly learnt the vocabulary and had an awareness
of what was going on in the passage. All but 4 of the 11 sections scored 5/5. Some examples of both good
practice and errors follow:
Section (i)
The student has correctly chosen ‘ambassadors’ for legatos and ‘these men’ for hi rather than
just ‘these’.
Section (ii)
& (iii)

The student has realised that the object Fabricium is actually at the beginning of the long
sentence and (unusually) gone back and put the verb at the beginning.

Section (v)

The student has recognised the purpose clause introduced by qui.

Section (vi)

The student clearly understood the use of the subjunctive retineret although they have not
recognised the relative pronoun quam and taken armis as the object of occupaverat; so 3/5
for this section.
This section generally caused problems but here the student has clearly kept the story line in
mind and produced a correct version.
This was another difficult section but this student handled it well, realising that the king
is asking the returned Cineas a question and correctly translating the indirect question
(unusually recognising qualis). The only error (which still kept the sense) was in taking a quo
as ‘to him’, thereby scoring 4/5.
This was the most difficult section by far and this student has managed to understand most
of it but fell down on the phrase terram plenam regum because regum was taken to mean
‘kingdom’ which inevitably destroyed the sense; the latter part of the sentence was correct
except for the misplaced ‘alone’ which again destroyed the sense; so 3/5 for this.

Section (ix)
Section (x)

Section (xi)
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Question 3
3

Translate the following five sentences into Latin.
Please write on alternate lines.
(a)

The boys were so frightened that they climbed into a tree.

			

[5]

(b)

Can you show us the road which leads to the city? 				

[5]

(c)

My mother often warned me not to go into that wood.		

		

[5]

(d)

After the ship had been destroyed, the sailors lived on the island for two years.		

[5]

(e)

If we do not build temples for the gods, they will not help the Romans.			

[5]

Candidate E
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Candidate E
Question 3 Commentary
This response showed a fair knowledge of vocabulary but a great deal of confusion with tenses and cases.
As this student showed some competence with translation from Latin in Question 1, they would almost
certainly have done better to choose the comprehension Question 2 rather than tackle Question 3. Teachers
should advise students not to choose this option unless the teacher feels they have attained sufficient
competence. This student clearly needed more practice and time to learn endings thoroughly.
Question 3(a) Vocabulary was correct; pueri was correct nominative plural but the adjective was
nominative singular, showing some understanding but confusion; sunt was wrong tense
but plural whereas ascendit was singular and wrong tense and mood; arborem was correct
case. So 3/5 as ‘more than half right’.
Question 3(b) Again, vocabulary was correct but for the omission of a verb at the end but only the two
nouns had the right endings. There was no infinitive ending and the two pronouns were
wrong case. This was given 1/5 as having ‘little recognisable relation to the meaning of the
English’.
Question 3(c) Vocabulary was correctly chosen but the correct nominative mater was matched with
meum; the pronoun was wrong case and the indirect command construction was not
understood so that ne was followed by an infinitive; once again, the prepositional phrase
was correct but the main verb wrong; so 2/5 for ‘less than half right’.
Question 3(d) Vocabulary was well chosen but there was no verb at the end again; this student clearly
could not handle the ablative absolute so wisely used a subordinate clause instead but
used post instead of postquam and the verb was active not passive; the wrong case was
used after in and the student had no idea of how to express ‘two’ but annos was correct
accusative. The two nominative nouns were correct; this scored 2/5 as ‘less than half right’.
Question 3(e) The vocabulary was correct and the structure was there but the verbs were both wrong
tense and the nouns all wrong case. So 1/5.
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Candidate F
Question 3 Commentary
This response showed a good grasp of the requirements of prose composition but the student was not
always sure of tenses and noun endings. Handwriting was clear but the layout was confusing for the marker.
Question 3(a) Full marks for a well-structured and accurate sentence with clear understanding of a simple
result clause.
Question 3(b) This response showed good knowledge of second person verb, dative pronoun, relative
pronoun; there was one error with the tense of the second verb but it still scored 5/5.
Question 3(c) Good structure but omission of anything for ‘my’, semper instead of saepe; this student has
chosen to use a deponent verb instead of inire or intrare but did not know the subjunctive
endings. So a mark of 3/5 for ‘more than half right’.
Question 3(d) Ablative absolute flawed by wrong agreement; otherwise this would have been correct but
for two misspellings, isla for insula and habiterunt for habitaverunt; so 4/5 as ‘mostly correct’.
Question 3(e) Another well-structured sentence but with uncertainties about tense or mood; so both
verbs were inaccurate; also the dative was used instead of accusative; so 3/5 as ‘more than
half right’.
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Candidate G
Question 3 Commentary
This was a very high level response and the student showed understanding of the requirements of prose
composition beyond what is needed for this paper. The student clearly knew the vocabulary, was familiar
with tenses and cases and took care to structure sentences, with verbs at the end. Handwriting was legible
and sentences clearly set out.
Question 3(a) No mistakes: adeo timebant might be more usual but tam perterriti (with correct agreement)
was acceptable.
Question 3(b) A more demanding sentence but the student correctly provided a second person verb, a
dative plural pronoun and the correct form of the relative pronoun. One error of mood with
ducat still allowed full marks.
Question 3(c) A perfect rendering, showing clear understanding of possessive adjective and pronoun,
demonstrative pronoun and the indirect command construction.
Question 3(d) Full marks here: the student has chosen not to use the expected ablative absolute but a
subordinate clause with cum rather than ubi and was able to produce a correct passive
pluperfect subjunctive with the past participle in agreement. Although habitaverunt would
have been a more obvious choice, vixerunt can be justified and was allowed.
Question 3(e) Clear understanding of the construction was shown with correct case endings of nouns. The
only mistake was confusion with the first verb ending, losing a mark for a major error.
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